F
or two years now I've judged science films for the Imagine Science Film Festival, a week-long celebration of the genre that runs each October in New York City. It's a peculiar job, I confess, because I'm often underwhelmed by science on the screen. But the more I watch, the more hopeful I feel.
My association with the festival came out of an argument with Alexis Gambis, then a graduate student at Rockefeller University in New York. Over a cup of coffee, Gambis explained that when he wasn't slaving over fruitfly cells, he made movies. He also runs the Imagine Science Film Festival (of which Nature is a sponsor). I thought the festival a wonderful idea, but feared it might end in failure. I explained to Gambis my deep suspicions about whether science and film can ever enjoy a happy union. He responded with an invitation to become a judge.
It is odd that science and films have such a complicated relationship, given that films were born out of science. Exchange to bring scientists and Hollywood film-makers together for fruitful exchanges of ideas. Gambis's film festival serves a similar mission: its website announces that it "encourages a greater collaboration between scientists who dedicate their lives to studying the world we live in and film-makers who have the power to interpret and expose this knowledge, ultimately making science accessible and stimulating to a broader audience".
I'm not convinced such collaborations will achieve this goal often, or even whether they should. same old scieNce?
When I ask science-promoting friends about their favourite science-themed films, I hear the same titles: Apollo 13, an account of the near-fatal Moon mission; GATTACA, a dystopian look at genetics; and Contact, based on a novel about the search for alien life by Carl Sagan. Apollo 13 is great fun and quite accurate, but is merely procedural. We learn more about the workings of a lunar capsule than the workings of an astronaut's soul. GATTACA divulges the shocking revelation that technology can be used for ill. Contact is buoyed by Jodie Foster's charismatic performance and scenes of astronomers at work. But it drowns in solemn television news reports and ponderous congressional testimony about how tiny and insignificant and precious we are. Film critic Anthony Lane summed up Contact perfectly in The New Yorker: "How a movie that began with the promise of such excitement can fritter itself away into these plaintive consolations, I have no idea. "
None of this can deny the pleasure of science-fiction films. But they're even more pleasurable when science is a mere jumping-off point for wonderfully non-scientific monsters and emotionally resonant metaphors. It doesn't matter that the acid blood of Alien cutting through the floors of the spaceship Nostromo really ought to pierce the hull and kill everyone inside. It doesn't matter that the neurologist in Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind could never wipe out every memory of an old girlfriend from a dingy little office somewhere in Queens. Both fictions are delicious.
The Imagine Science Film Festival is not burdened by Hollywood's bottom line, nor is it blessed with Hollywood's bank account. These short films -lasting from a few minutes to just under an hour -have shoestring budgets, yet they exceed what you might find at the multiplex. The best of them go beyond lazy clichés, such as the researcher obsessed with science to fill some inner psychological void or the evil corporation using science to control the planet. They find something original to say, and use the storytelling power of film to say it beautifully. One of my favourites is Cold and Dry, a Norwegian cryonics comedy [sic] . In 11 sweet, sly minutes, the film forces us to think about the grotesque lengths to which we can take science even with the best of intentions.
Even the documentaries push the boundaries. Last year's winner of the festival's Nature Scientific Merit Award, Magnetic Movie, is a meditation on the magnetism that suffuses our world (see go.nature.com/AGsPhy). On the soundtrack, University of California scientists describe the nature of magnetic field lines, while we watch an empty laboratory come to life with hoops, knots and dancing tapestries. Tagged, one of this year's entries, follows the experiences of a man who implants himself with a radio-frequency identification chip to see what it is like to be part cyborg. And in another entry this year, Meet the Elements, the geek-idol band They Might Be Giants proves that chemistry can be the basis for an addictive music video (see go.nature.com/IsPbOt). I will be eternally grateful to them for causing my daughters to sing about the periodic table at the top of their lungs.
One of the biggest surprises for me is how effective a muse neuroscience can be. Skhizein, which won an honourable mention (see 'Science Oscars'), uses sophisticated computer graphics to transform the world as its hero descends into schizophrenia.
The 2010 Nature Scientific Merit Award went to An Eyeful of Sound, which joyously imagines the world as it is seen by people with synaesthesia. It makes those of us with ordinary brains jealous of those who can't help but mingle sight and sound. Mario Borodine, a short film about a young inventor, won the Nature People's Choice Award as the audience's favourite (see go.nature. com/XvEwkh).
As I finish another year's judging, these surprises give me hope that I will ultimately lose my argument with Gambis. I will be happy to admit defeat and head out to the cinema. ■ 
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